Abstract-This paper aims the experimental validation of a mobile robot navigation system, using self-localization based on principal component analysis (PCA) of ceiling depth images. In this approach, a roadmap based on generalized Voronoi diagram (GVD) is built from an occupancy grid, that is defined in the ceiling mapping to the PCA database. The system resorts to the Dijkstra algorithm to planning paths, using the GVD-based roadmap, from which a set of waypoints are extracted. During the mission, the robot is commanded by a controller based on dipolar navigation functions (DNF) along the waypoints, being self-located using only the information provided from ceiling depth images and other on-board sensors. The navigation system ensures that the robot reaches its destination, travelling along safety trajectories, while computing its pose with global stable estimates, from Kalman filters (KF). The navigation is achieved without the need to structure the environment, searching by specific features, and to linearize the model. The results are experimentally validated in an indoor environment, using a differential-drive mobile robot.
I. INTRODUCTION Navigation is a crucial and an inherent task to mobile robots, so they can perform missions. When a map-based navigation is considered, robots must have self-locating, planning and motion control skills. Usually robots achieve their location extracting specific features from the environment or detecting artificial landmarks. Although the most common approach is to extract features looking around [1] , some robots use a camera looking upward [2] [3] [4] . The use of ceiling vision has the advantage that images can be considered without scaling; are less affected by occlusions due to obstacles moving around; and are usually static, increasing the mapping database reliability. Due to the non-linear kinematics, usually, such features are merged with the robot odometry by an extended Kalman filter (EKF) [2] , [5] . However, even though it can give a reasonable performance, the EKF may diverge in consequence of wrong linearisation or sensor noise.
In contrast with feature based techniques that are computationally heavy, the principal component analysis (PCA) method allows simpler implementation approaches due to the high compression ratio of the environment data. The PCA algorithm was proposed by [6] as the positioning system in a terrain reference navigation of underwater vehicles. [7] and [8] implemented a PCA-based self-localization system for mobile robots, using ceiling images, that provides globally stable estimates, from Kalman filters (KF), but the proposed approach was not integrated into a closed loop control system to perform navigation tasks. The use of depth images in [8] improves the system robustness to cope with varying illumination conditions.
The path planning is often performed by roadmaps, being the generalized Voronoi diagram (GVD) a classical approach to create routes into the free space [9] , [10] . When the workspace is configured using an occupancy grid, it is common to build a GVD based on a grid [9] , [11] , [12] . This approach reduces the planning complexity to a few possible routes and, simultaneously, allows the definition of safety paths, ensuring that the path to the destination is found. In addition to planning, the robot motion is commanded by pose controllers that drives it along such path, until the goal is reached. Navigation functions (NF) are a type of artificial potential fields (APF) that has the advantage to plan and control the mobile robot motion, ensuring an unique minimum located in the goal [13] [14] [15] . This paper proposes and experimentally validates a navigation system architecture for indoor differential-drive robots moving under ceilings with rich information. The system aims to drive a robot toward a destination, along a safety path, while is self-located only with the information obtained from the PCA of ceiling depth images and other on-board sensors, merged through KF. With this system, no specific features extraction and model linearizations are required. To achieve this, the presented work combines the PCA-based self-localization system from ceiling depth images [8] with a motion controller, based on the dipolar navigation function (DNF) [13] , [15] , to drive the robot along a set of waypoints extracted from a GVD. Such roadmap is built according to the free space environment, using the ceiling mapping information and implementing the approach proposed by [11] . This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the proposed navigation system architecture. Section III address the GVD building and the path planning to select the set of waypoints toward a goal. Section IV presents the DNF-based controller to drive the robot toward each waypoint. Section V presents the system navigation experimental validation in an indoor environment. Section VI presents some conclusions. 
II. NAVIGATION SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
This section presents the proposed navigation system for indoor mobile robot, that integrates the PCA-based selflocalization system from ceiling depth images (see Fig. 1 ). This self-localization system implements the PCA algorithm in depth images acquired from the ceiling to estimate the robot position (see [8] for more details). Such system requires the environment previous mapping, placing the robot in specific positions along a grid, covering all free space, to capture a set of ceiling depth images. The acquired images are converted to an eigenspace, through the PCA algorithm, creating a database with high compression ratio, and stored on-board the robot.
During the motion, the depth images captured from the ceiling are compared with the PCA eigenspace to achieve the robot positioning. The robot global pose (position and attitude) is estimated by two KF, that merge the position computed from the PCA algorithm and other motion sensors installed on-board. Thus, the system achieves a robot navigation under ceilings with some information (e.g. industrial-like), using only the information provided from the on-board sensors and the knowledge about the environment, stored in a database with an high compression ratio. This approach allows to drive a differential-drive robot without the need to extract specific features from the environment and model linearizations.
The ceiling mapping and the PCA eigenspace computation is performed only once, by the capture of ceiling depth images along a grid, covering all free space (see [8] for details). Then, an occupancy grid is defined to configure the robot workspace, where cells are marked as free or occupied, according with the ceiling depth image has been captured or not in the corresponding grid position. This grid is useful to compute a roadmap into the robot free space, represented by a GVD.
Before the robot starts its motion towards a goal, a path planner (Dijkstra algorithm) computes the shortest route on the roadmap between these two positions. The reference path will be defined by a set of waypoints, corresponding to the GVD vertices found along this route.
To start the mission, the first waypoint is considered as a temporary goal which the robot will have to reach. To move the robot toward this goal, a DNF is implemented to generate a smooth path through the potential field gradient of a local world. In the implemented approach, the goal is the attractive field while the boundary of the local world, centered on it, is the repulsive field that repels the robot to the center. The DNF gradient is computed in a closed loop, being the mobile robot pose given by the estimates results provided by the PCA-based self-localization system. The robot motion is commanded by a controller, aiming to follow the DNF gradient. When the robot gets closer to the temporary goal, it is changed to the next one. The process is repeated until the mobile robot reaches the final goal.
III. PLANNING USING A GVD-BASED ROADMAP A. GVD-based Roadmap Construction
The GVD [16] is a method to design a roadmap, composed by a set of points, denoted as Voronoi edges, equidistant to the two most nearby obstacles. When more than two edges intersect the same point, this corresponds to a meet point, equidistant to three or more obstacles. In the implemented approach, a set of GVD vertices positions are selected, in the planning step, defining the waypoints that must be followed.
The GVD building for discrete grid configuration spaces is computed by a distance grid, using the brushfire algorithm [16] . The brushfire is an approach used to calculate a grid distance to the closer obstacle, representing a virtual obstacles dilation until all the free space is filled. Implementing [11] , the grid distance is computed by the application of a wave front propagation from the obstacles and the external workspace border along the free space. In parallel, the GVD is defined by the set of points where the "waves" propagated by the obstacles and environment boundary meet. The points where the wave front collides are equidistant to the both obstacles and, then, these are the points on the GVD [16] . When the wave front collisions results in multiple neighbors, the points selected to the GVD are defined through a thinning algorithm [17] .
B. Path Planning Using a GVD-based Roadmap
Path planning is essential for a robot to perform missions between two locations, using a map. Lets consider a robot located in a position q s ∈ Q f ree , intending to go towards a destination position q g ∈ Q f ree . The path planning aims a set of q ∈ Q f ree points definition, connecting q s to q g [16] .
In the proposed navigation system ( Fig. 1) , the path planning toward the destination is a task executed before the robot starts the corresponding motion. The path is planned by the search for one that, using the roadmap the bulk of planning, minimizes the distance from q s to q g . Such shorter path is computed resorting to the Dijkstra algorithm [18] . The points connection distributed along a grid induces a graph, where the nodes correspond to cells and the edges are the connections between them [16] . Thus, the graph used by the Dijkstra algorithm is defined by all points connection that compose the GVD, being the weights established by the distances between them. The graph is completed by adding two nodes, corresponding to q s and q g . Each of these nodes are connected to another in the GVD, corresponding to q s and q g , respectively. Thus, the node corresponding to q s is found by the euclidean distance minimization to q s . The corresponding connection between q g and q g is performed in a similar way. These weights are set to the corresponding euclidean distance.
The shorter path is composed by a set of edges connecting the start and goal nodes, where the sum of their lengths is the minimum. Once the Dijkstra algorithm computes the shorter path, using the GVD, a set of waypoints is defined to be used as a goal by the DNF-based controller. Thus, the GVD vertices positions along the planned path are extracted, defining the set of waypoints that the robot must to follow, and the goal position is added.
IV. NON-HOLONOMIC MOTION CONTROL USING A DIPOLAR NAVIGATION FUNCTION
In addition to path planning, a navigation system must to safely move the robot until its destination. This section presents the applied DNF-based controller to drive the robot motion toward each waypoint.
Consider a mobile robot with radius r, located in a position q = [ x y ] with an attitude ψ and moving with a linear and angular velocity, u and ω, respectivelly, towards a desired po-
with an attitude ψ d , inside a bounded circular workspace. NF are a type of APF, proposed by [19] , ensuring only one minimum located into the goal. When a mobile robot with differential drive kinematics is controlled by a NF, the corresponding non-holonomic constrains must be taken into account. Lets consider a mobile robot represented by the configuration state p = [ q ψ ], described by the follow kinematic model:
Aiming this technique implementation in mobile robots with differential drive kinematics, [13] and [15] propose the use of NF with dipolar potential fields to provide suitable trajectories for those constraints. Based on these approaches, a DNF centered in q 0 , for the navigation of one differential-drive mobile robot, can be defined as follows:
where
is a function that represent the attractive potential field; β = − q − q 0 2 + ρ 2 0 , with ρ 0 = r 0 − r, is a function that represent the repulsive potential field, defined by the environment boundary with radius r 0 ; k is an integer positive tuning coefficient; and H nh assume a pseudo-obstacle form that drives all trajectories to the desired pose, H nh = ε nh + η nh , with ε nh a positive coefficient,
To drive a differential-drive robot using a DNF, this system implements the control laws proposed by [15] :
where K u and K ω are positive constants and:
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental setup
Aiming to experimentally validate the navigation system using the PCA-based localization system proposed by [8] , a differential-drive mobile robot platform is equipped with a Kinect device, looking upward to the ceiling, a rate gyro, a digital compass and encoders coupled to the motors (Fig. 2) . The experiments are performed in an industrial-like indoor environment, containing several systems, such as, electrical and HVAC systems, lights, technical gutters, among others. (Fig. 3) . Thus, according with [8] , the environment is mapped in manual mode. A set of 1571 depth images from the ceiling was captured along a grid with 0.3 m, placing the robot in different positions (keeping the same attitude) and covering all free space. The captured depth images are cropped with a circular mask (to allow the comparison with rotated images) and sampled with a compression ratio of 100 : 1 (see Fig. 4) , and converted into a vector that will be added to the PCA eigenspace. Therefore, the corresponding PCA eigenvalues are analysed and selected the best 30 eigenvectors. Then, an occupancy grid is built, based on the positions where the ceiling images ware captured. The GVD roadmap was computed using the wave front algorithm, and the GVD vertices were defined as the set of possible waypoints.
B. Navigation with wrong initial position estimation
Aiming to experimentally validate the proposed navigation system, it was performed an experiment. The robot departs from the position q s = [6. initialized with the position statesx(0) = 8.0 m andŷ(0) = 1.5 m. To perform this mission, the points corresponding to these positions were connected to the corresponding closest points in the roadmap; the shortest path was computed through the Diskstra's algorithm; and the waypoints were selected according to this planning. During the motion, the captured ceiling depth images are rotated, cropped with a circular mask and sampled, to be compared with the images captured in the mapping. The depth images signals are decomposed into the PCA eigenspace to obtain the robot position (no specific features extraction from the environment is required). Since the robot is moving in an environment with repetitive elements, the searching by similar images in the PCA eigenspace is performed considering a neighborhood radius, δ = 3 m, around the last robot estimated position. The results obtained from the PCA algorithm are merged with a Linear Parameter Varying (LPV), parameterized with the instantaneous angular velocity in the KF, to estimate the robot position (see [8] for more details). The robot attitude is estimated by a KF, based on [20] , merging the signals obtained from a rate gyro, a compass and the encoders' odometry.
The robot motion results from a DNF defined on a local workspace, centered on the waypoint, and using it as a temporary goal position. The DNF is designed to drive the mobile robot toward its center, with a desired attitude in the direction to the next waypoint. To move the mobile robot toward each waypoint, the DNF gradients are computed for the estimated pose, and the controller defines the new linear and angular velocities, considering the gains tuned to K u = 0.3 and K ω = 0.5. Attending that the LPV model is designed for trajectories with constant velocity, a states replacement are made, aiming the position estimation with different velocities, i.e., the corresponding states are replaced by the new value, x = u cos(ψ) andẏ = u sin(ψ). The commanded velocities are saturated with u max = ±0.15 m/s and ω max = ±1 rad/s. Throughout the mission, when the distance error is less than 1 m, the temporary goal changes to the next waypoint and a new DNF is defined to drive the robot in direction to the next one. This process is repeated until the mobile robot reaches its destination, with a distance error less than 0.1 m.
To observe the real path described by the robot, while it was moving, some points were marked on the floor. After the experiment, these points were measured in the cartesian axes to obtain the ground truth. Figure 5 shows the robot trajectory and Fig. 6 depicts the results provided by the PCA-based positioning system and the position estimator along time. Analysing the results it is possible to observe that, despite the wrong estimated initial position, the self-localization system converge to the real trajectory and, once the position estimation is stabilized, the robot is correctly driven to its destination. Moreover, it can be observe that the travelled path succeeds in driving the robot closely to the path of largest clearance.
The self-localization system exhibits a rapid convergence to the real position because, after the robot starts the motion, the PCA algorithm finds images in the eigenspace similar to those currently captured, whose positions are close, i.e., the PCA algorithm finds the robot position. It is also possible to observe in Fig. 6 that the position estimator (KF) stabilizes in approximately 5 s and that the PCA algorithm estimates positions close to the provided by the self-localization system. Despite this, it is possible to observe some position errors provided by the PCA algorithm along the robot motion. This happens due to the distance associated with the database grid and because the PCA algorithm sometimes finds more similar images in distant locations. However, despite the variations in the positioning obtained from the PCA algorithm, the KF is able to smooth the estimated positions, ensuring a successful navigation towards the goal.
C. Navigation along a large trajectory, describing two laps in a closed loop
Another experimental test is performed, considering the robot motion along a larger trajectory, in a closed loop. In this experiment, the robot departs from the position q s = 1. T m and q g2 = 12.9 9.7 T m, respectively.
To select the waypoints needed to reach each goal (intermediates or final), the points correspondent to the start and goal positions were connected to the corresponding closest points in the roadmap. The shortest path was computed through the Diskstra's algorithm and, finally, the waypoints was selected according to this planning. Since the path is composed by two intermediate goals (q g1 and q g2 ) and a final goal (q g ), the planning step is performed three times along the experiment. Thus, a first planning is computed to define the waypoints to drive the mobile robot to q g1 and the DNF-based controller moves the robot toward this intermediate goal. When it is close to the first intermediate goal, another planning is computed from the robot current pose to the second intermediate goal, q g2 , and so on until the robot reaches the final position, q g . Then, all process was repeated from the current robot estimated pose, in order to describe the second lap.
In this experiment it was considered that, along the motion, the temporary goal (waypoint) changes to the next when the corresponding distance error is less than 1 m, and the robot stops when the distance to the final goal position is less than 0.3 m. Aiming to check the real path described by the robot, along the experiment some points were marked on the floor and, after, measured in the cartesian axes. Figure 7 shows the robot trajectory described along the experiment. It is possible to observe that the robot navigates along two laps, passing by the two intermediate goals and describing similar trajectories in both. Along the experiment, the robot position estimated by the self-localization system is close to the ground truth points the bulk of the trajectory. However, it is possible to observe that in the top of Fig.  7 the estimates are less accurate than the presented in the rest. These estimates are obtained in an area where the robot navigates under a ceiling with very few information, capturing images similar to the depicted in Fig. 4b , and even those with scenery repeatability. When this happen, the PCA algorithm has more difficulty in finding an image that was captured in mapping with a position close to the real one. Then, the positions results obtained from the PCA algorithm have greater error and correspond to the instants 220-300 s and after 520 s (approximately) depicted in Fig. 8 . Despite this, as can be observed in Figs. 7-8 , when the robot returns to an area with rich information ceiling, capturing images similar to the depicted in Fig. 4a , the results provided by the PCAbased positioning system are again better. Nevertheless, even in the case where the PCA algorithm provides wrong positions, the KF estimator is able to smooth the trajectory, using the information provided from the motion sensors, improving the estimates results. Moreover, comparing the results of both laps, the positioning system provides similar results when the robot returns to the same place and captures depth images that can be more easily distinguished (under rich information ceilings). However, this is performed without the need to recognize specific features from the environment that was previous viewed.
Analysing the results, it is possible to conclude that the integration of the PCA-based self-localization system in a navigation system allows to move the mobile robot along a large trajectory in a closed loop, providing estimates close to the ground truth. Moreover, after a navigation with approximately 90 m, the robot stops close to the final goal with an error in the position estimated of e x = 0.16 m and e y = 0.27 m, relating to the real measured. This means that the robot reaches the destination with an error smaller than the ceiling mapping grid size, i.e., smaller than the position resolution provided by the PCA algorithm (0.3 m). This is achieved even finishing each lap with bad conditions, such as, capture ceiling depth images with few information (similar than Fig. 4b ) and repeatability.
VI. CONCLUSIONS This paper presented the experimental validation of a navigation system for mobile robots, self-locating only from the PCA of ceiling depth images and other on-board sensors, merged by linear KF. In the implemented approach, the information about the captured depth images for the PCA database was used to define an occupancy grid. Such grid was useful to build a roadmap based on a GVD, from which a set of waypoints to guide the robot can be obtained. To perform a mission, the set of waypoints was selected, corresponding to the GVD vertices along the shorter path, computed by the Dijkstra algorithm. The DNF-based controller implementation allows to drive a mobile robot with differential-drive kinematics close to the roadmap.
In order to analyse the proposed system, some experiments were performed in a real environment, using a mobile robot platform equipped with on-board sensors. The experimental validation was performed considering navigation: i) via waypoints between two locations with wrong initial estimates; ii) along a large trajectory, describing two laps in a closed loop.
The experimental results showed that the proposed approach is able to stabilize the estimations and to move the robot toward its destination, along a clearance path, providing estimates close to the real trajectory. With the proposed system, the mobile robot can navigate, localizing itself only with the information provided from motion sensors installed on-board and the comparison of ceiling depth images with a database previous collected, through the PCA algorithm. In addition, when closed loop trajectories are considered, the robot can know that it returned to the same place, without the need to recognize specific features from the environment that was previous viewed.
As future work the self-localization system integration with a ground truth system, will allow to analyse the estimated error in real-time and with more precision. Another issue is the system expansion to multi-robots navigation.
